
jPSKMail v.0.1.5 Quick Start

What does not work in this alpha version:

 Connected mode does not work (email, Web, etc)
 You have to set the modem type via Fldigi.
 GPS connection is not yet ready

What does work in this version: All APRS functions!
  Send APRS Posit
  Send APRS message
  Send APRS email
  Send ping
  Send Link packet to server
  Receive APRS message
  Receive short email on APRS
  Receive weather (or other) bulletins automatically and store them.
  Set APRS Icon
  Set Beacon Period (10, 30, 60)
  Set APRS status message

Housekeeping:

Set and store options:
Edit->Preferences->user:

1. Call
2. Servercall
3. Blocklength (not used)
4. Latitude
5. Longitude
6. Set Beacon minute

Edit->Preferences->configuration -
1. Beacon second
2. DCD time

Preparation:

1. Fill in the form in Edit->Preferences->User data
2. Set DCD and Beacon second in the Configuration menue
3. Click OK to make the data permanent. They are stored on disk.
4. Set Fldigi to BPSK250 mode
5. Choose one of the servers from the list on the wiki. Some servers scan 

different frequencies, bands and modes in a 5-minute schedule. It is e.g. 
possible to dedicate every 5th minute to PSK63 on 10148.5 to provide a DX 
calling channel. Look at the wiki for information!

Program installation:

jPSKMail needs Fldigi-3.10, you will have to install that. Try to use the binary 
from the fldigi website first, it will work in most cases. To run the java 
client you must have the java runtime environment installed.

The javapskmail.java program can be obtained from the pskmail download sites.
Look in the pskmail/alpha directory.
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You can put the program anywhere in the user area of your  machine. 
To start the program on windows (w2k or XP) just start fldigi first and then 
double-click the javapskmail.jar icon.
On Linux you can start the program from a terminal:
java -jar “/path_to_directory/javapskmail.jar”

This software has alpha status. It has only limited capability compared to the 
pskmail-1.1 Linux client. It was made as a proof-of-concept for porting the 
pskmail client to java. The result is positive, so that we will gradually add 
more functionality, i.e the connected modes to this client. Meanwhile you are 
invited to enjoy the APRS capability of pskmail with this client!
Please send any remarks and bug reports to the pskmail mailing list.

More information on PSKmail at:
http://pskmail.wikispaces.com

Operation:

Send position automatically

The automatic beacon is on by default, you can switch it off
with the Beacon on tag.
Set the APRS Icon the Beacon Period and the Status message on the APRS page.
Set the beacon minute (0...4) on the edit->preferences->user data page.
Set the beacon second on the edit->preferences->configuration page.

Send position manually

You can use the Pos button on the Terminal page or the
Beacon button on the APRS page.

Send APRS message

Type <CALL><space><Message><Enter>

Send APRS email

Type <email@address><space><Message><Enter>
An email is sent to the adressee with subject:
APRS Message from <YOURCALL>

Send Ping

Hit the Ping button on the APRS page

Send Link packet

To receive APRS messages you need to be linked to a server.
Enter the server call in the preferences form and hit
the Link button on the APRS page. The server will QSL
the packet.
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Receive APRS message

APRS messages sent to your call will be transmitted by the 
server you are linked to. The linking concept makes sure 
there is only one server transmitting. As all servers know 
where you are (which qrg, which server), the link concept 
allows a very effective level 3 routing scheme which does not 
use HF channels for network topology changes.
The messages can be generated anywhere on the APRS net.

Receive APRS email

Some web sites can convert email one-liners to APRS messages.

Automatic reception of Weather or Emergency broadcasts

INTERMAR-ev broadcasts weather bulletins and chart data for hams on yachts.
The files start with ZCZC and end with NNNN. The files are automatically 
received and stored in a file 'bulletins'. On windows the location of this file 
is C:\Docments and Settings\youruser\pskmail, on Linux the location of the file 
is /home/youruser/.pskmail

The file can be read by hitting the Read button on the Files page.
The bulletins file can be deleted via the menue:
Edit->Files->Clear->Bulletins.

The automatic reception feature does not need a transmitter, so it can be used 
by mobile stations running only a receiver (battery consumption!).

More information on PSKmail at:

http://pskmail.wikispaces.com

http://www.freelists.org/archive/pskmail
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